WHAT IS SB277?
SB277 goes into effect July 2016. It segregates Students & Returns California to Brown vs Board of Education
• FORCES all unvaccinated and partially vaccinated students out of school.
• SEGREGATES students with specific religious or personal medical beliefs.
• DENIES mainstream inclusion to English Learners & Special Ed students.
• PROVIDES no additional state funding.
• REQUIRES individual school districts to absorb loss of ADA and the cost of providing services to students at home.

WHAT IS A VOICE FOR CHOICE DOING?
• HIRED A LOBBYIST to assist with legislative meetings to lobby against SB277, SB792, AB1117 and for future bills to amend these.
• WORKING WITH LEGAL DEFENSE TEAM to identify best plaintiffs/cases to overturn SB277.
• EDUCATING the masses through small audience educational sessions whose participants can then spread the word further.
• WORKING TO CREATE DOCTOR PROTOCOL for vaccine prescreening for genetic and allergic contraindications to vaccines.
• LARGE SCALE RESEARCH on the US State of Health, to determine impact of environmental and medical toxicity on the US population.
• UPDATING MEMBERS of current legislation and action items.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
BECOME A MEMBER AND DONATE TO A VOICE FOR CHOICE to get updates and support our efforts

WWW.AVOICEFORCHOICE.ORG